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Everyone knows the story of CEAC, of how it crashed and burned. It’s been told thoroughly
before, significantly by Dot Tuer in her monumental, archival research article, “The CEAC Was
Banned in Canada,” published in C Magazine in 1986. It’s the story of how an ambitious, tightly
controlled, and guarded artist-run centre amassed its own building, declared a radical political
program, and advocated kneecapping, Red Brigade style, before it lost its council funding and
closed down in 1978. Not only during its brief history was the Centre for Experimental Art and
Communication (CEAC) a rival of A Space, the latter billing itself as Canada’s oldest and most
important artist-run space, “it was cast in opposition to A Space,” Tuer suggests.[1]
In telling the story, or, rather, in setting it up, Tuer casts another opposition—that between CEAC
and General Idea—by opening her article with two contrasting epigraphs drawn from two rival
publications, the house organs of General Idea and CEAC: FILE and Strike respectively. The first
she presents is General Idea’s famous Glamour manifesto of 1975, in which they wrote:
We wanted to be famous, glamourous and rich. That is to say we wanted to be artists and
we knew that if we were famous and glamourous we could say we were artists and we
would be. We never felt we had to produce great art to be great artists. We knew great art
did not bring glamour and fame. We knew we had to keep a foot in the door of art and we
were conscious of the importance of berets and paint brushes.
And the second is Amerigo Marras’s not-so-well-known 1978 article “On Organization”:
What perpetuates the reactionary mystification of the role of the artist is the “world of
scarcity” and the “incapacity to survive” in a capitalist society. The artist defends the
privilege and the entrenchment he/she holds in a capitalist society. Also symptomatic,
even and not less so among the vanguard, alternative and co-op artist’s groups, is the
sense of hopelessness for social change, as these same groups mimic those repressive
methods of economical capitalization adopted by the art world.[2]
One might argue that perhaps this set up was too easy, judging General Idea against CEAC, given
that General Idea already ironically set itself up in its reactionary mystification of the role of the
artist. However, I am not here to advocate for General Idea (having a few years earlier delivered a
lecture and published an article arguing for the capitalist basis of General Idea’s mystifying
system of Glamour).[3] Nevertheless, in Tuer’s article General Idea’s empty shell of history
becomes the empty rhetorical figure against which the fullness of CEAC’s forgotten
revolutionary materialist practice was contrasted.
“Miss General Idea hangs around the left stage area for much of the action,” Tuer wrote of
CEAC’s cast of characters,[4] as if General Idea’s muse sought inspiration there for the artists’
plagiarist, intellectual parasitism. But what if General Idea and CEAC were in secret
communication, especially through their respective publications? And what if this communication
naturally was one of rivalry? Let’s extend Tuer’s epigraphic opposition between the two to see
whether we can productively trace their communication through this period when both FILE and
Art Communication Edition (ACE), later to become Strike, were publishing. Doing so would
enable us to read certain editorials and articles as critiques of the other’s practice. It would cast
CEAC and General Idea’s competitive relationship in a whole new light. Moreover, it would, to a
degree, reveal a struggle for the assertion of a particular practice. Let’s, for the moment, call this
practice political—in effect, theirs was a struggle for the ideological domination of the Toronto
art community.
It was more than just a battle of words. We can trace parallels through much of their activities.

Both originating in commune-like situations, each instituted major multifaceted artist-run
organizations. The Kensington Arts Association began in 1973 and became CEAC when it moved
to Toronto’s warehouse district, soon to become the centre of the art scene, in 1976; Art
Metropole started on Yonge Street in 1974 and moved a couple blocks away from CEAC in 1978.
Both conducted campaigns in Europe and New York to publicize themselves. And, significantly,
both published magazines.
But in the end it was the words that mattered. This record is found in the magazines that each
group individually published. Eventually self-serving, both publications originally fulfilled other
functions. For instance, modelled on LIFE magazine, FILE (1972–89) was the house organ of the
short-lived correspondence movement before it became a vehicle mainly for General Idea’s own
mythological production and promotion of international fellow travellers (e.g., the mondo arte).
Art Communication Edition published for about a year (from late 1976) when it changed its name
to Strike and produced three issues in 1978 before expiring. Publishing nearly monthly, it began
really as a newsletter for CEAC activities but soon became a broadsheet in which the war of
words, with General Idea sometimes as target, eventually escalated. While a target, General Idea
was never named specifically; nonetheless, a close reader of both magazines would recognize the
code words indicating a critique of the collective’s practice.

Mimic Magazines
The opening communication between CEAC and General Idea took place just before ACE started
publishing, through the auspices of a third artist-produced newspaper, Only Paper Today (OPT),
which A Space published as a journal of experimental art and literary writing that served the
Toronto art community.[5] OPT published an interview with Amerigo Marras by Robert
Handforth, the ostensible purpose of which was to inform readers about the opening of CEAC’s
new space and, indeed, remarkably, the ownership of a whole building, which CEAC purchased
in September 1976, in addition to articulating the artistic program and direction of this elusive
organization.[6] Handforth was then one of the directors of A Space, soon to resign in September
1977. As he was already an Art Metropole employee, perhaps he was seen to be fully in General
Idea’s camp, so in conveying information about CEAC to OPT’s readers, Marras thus obliquely
spoke, through his interlocutor, to General Idea. When asked whether CEAC was just another
name for the Kensington Arts Association, Marras replied: “Well you see, the K.A.A. is still alive
and well. But the K.A.A. is now behind the props—the frame of reference.” This was a
noteworthy description because, with its props and frames of reference, it exactly repeated the
language of General Idea’s fictitious The 1984 Miss General Idea Pavillion, which included
props and plans that had been unveiled by General Idea in its Carmen Lamanna Gallery
exhibition Going thru the Notions in fall 1975, still fresh in memory. Handforth continued, “So
now it’s K.A.A. operating as CEAC,” and Marras replied, “Yeah. CEAC is the public front. We
wanted it to be descriptive.” As in the case of General Idea’s Pavillion, Marras projected CEAC
as the rhetorical—you could say, performative—front for a collective activity, but one not so
visibly focused on an artwork as in the case of General Idea. If this front was “descriptive,” did
Marras then mean—here adopting the language of General Idea—that he considered it to be
mythological, too? For “description” was the classifying term used by General Idea for the
mythological universe of correspondence art:
I am not concerned with breaking myths, nor with making myths, but with the structural
implications implicit in mythology’s view of the universe. In myth it is clear that
everything must be accounted for. Unlike science, myth starts with a vision and fills in

the blanks. It structures a cosmology through description, not analysis.[7]
Myth was a disjunctive, even destructive, model allied to the cut-and-paste of collage that led to a
synthesis—to new myths of alternate lifestyles:
In this article seeing art as a system of signs in motion as an archive and indicator and
stabilizer of culture as a means of creating fetish objects as residence for the field of
imagery defining a culture, seeing all this and more in many ways we have become aware
of the necessity of developing methods of generating realizing stabilizing alternate myths
alternate lifestyles.[8]
From 1973 to 1976, when these two statements were written, was already a different world, so
Marras’s “accounting for” could now be considered, not to be based on Claude Lévi-Strauss’s
structural anthropology (as in the case of General Idea), but as proceeding from another, allinclusive, “mythic” model: Marxism. (With the beginning of publication of The FOX in New
York in 1975, Marxism became the art world’s au courant discourse.) Not for him any synthesis;
Marras simply preferred disjunction. Refusing to answer Handforth’s question about “artistic
policies,” he said instead: “Usually what we try to do is build up contradictions—without
ambiguity.”[9] With this turn of phrase, Marras turned CEAC in opposition to General Idea, for
General Idea was for ambiguity without contradiction, evident in the title of one of its 1975
Pavillion blueprints, Luxon Louvre (Ambiguity without Contradiction). Marras’s clever,
chiasmatic inversion contradicted General Idea’s enterprise at its core by attacking its
fundamental principle of ambiguity. He would always fundamentally oppose contradiction to
ambiguity.
What would the antithesis of ambiguity and contradiction be? It would pose a system of meaning
to a system of conflict, of fluctuating interpretation to an explicit provocation that was nonstop.[10] It was not that General Idea saw itself beyond conflict. General Idea considered
Glamour a “battleground,” but the artists also thought of it as beyond Marxism. With the
insouciance of a fashion-magazine caption, General Idea wrote: “Glamour replaces Marxism as
the single revolutionary statement of the twentieth century.”[11]] Marras himself would rather
forestall that replacement. He would prefer Marxism tout court, a Marxism unadorned, or at least
adorned with nothing but rhetoric.
Yet he was not ready to quit his dialogue with General Idea and set the journals in strict
opposition on divergent paths. It appears that Marras saw ACE as a means of a continuing
critique of General Idea. For instance, the second issue of ACE, from early 1977, carried the
article “Four Leading Questions as Principles of Revolutionary Practice.” Simply stated, it was a
radicalized answer to General Idea’s Framing Devices, the artists’ five-point agenda or master
plan first promulgated in 1975, but it assumed the same format. To the question “What is Art &
Communication?,” the answer responded:
It is interface impact conducive within social forms as frames, structures, behaviour. Art
as materialist practice and communication as dialectics in juxtaposition along contextual
layerings produce revolutionary effects. Art & Communication is basically this:
dialectical materialism practiced as ideology.[12]
Compare this to General Idea:
THE FRAME OF REFERENCE is basically this: a framing device within which we
inhabit the role of the general public, the audience, the media. Mirrors mirroring mirrors

expanding and contracting to the focal point of view and including the lines of
perspective bisecting the successive frames to the vanishing point. The general public, the
audience, the media playing the part of the sounding board, the comprehensive
framework outlining whatever meets their eye.[13]
Despite their obscurity, the manifesto-like character of both pronouncements implied,
theoretically at least, an incitement to action. The measure of success for both was not just an
“effect” determined by vocabulary but also the practice’s (pretended) effectiveness in the public
realm. Yet, we have to consider whether the closed frameworks of “mirrors mirroring mirrors” or
“juxtaposition along contextual layerings” were not just self-serving rhetorical devices that had
no practical effect outside their art context. However, these statements were themselves
performative: they were means of their own enacting. They were their own effect, so to speak.
They were an analysis of their own intentions as much as they were an analysis in extension,
outside themselves. In the end it would be a matter of how CEAC and General Idea negotiated
their specialized rhetoric in relation to a purported public realm. Effectiveness would be a matter
of survival.
In its July 1977 editorial, CEAC strategically chose its enemy and thereby specified a role for
ACE: “Art Communication Edition proposes for itself the role of being the ‘antithesis to dominant
ideologies’, rather than the role of being alternative to the hegemony of commercially motivated
journals.”[14] An interesting distinction: Why discriminate between dominant ideologies and a
specific form of transmission, even if it was the type one operated through? One wonders whether
the “antithetical” versus the “alternative” was the new formula of the previous antithesis of
“contradiction” and “ambiguity.” For, once again, the article was a veiled attack on General Idea,
who was not mentioned by name but obviously was the representative—though a common art and
political term—of the “alternative” (see above). Only halfway through the article, at the mention
of People magazine, one of those commercially motivated journals, do we realize that it was not
only the Time Life publication being analyzed but also General Idea’s newly formatted FILE. Or
at least we were made to understand that FILE basically operated in the same manner as People:
“How does ‘people’ magazine communicate to us? It teaches a ‘popular’ language” that reflects
its audience as stereotypes of its own repression.[15] Marras’s critique was topical. In the recent
spring 1977 issue of FILE, General Idea revealed the Time Life lawsuit against the artists for
FILE’s simulation of LIFE. General Idea had eventually complied by changing the look of the
cover but surreptitiously got the last laugh by making that issue into a “SPECIAL PEOPLE
ISSUE”: “FILE was entering the no-no-nostalgia age in preparation for 1984 and in keeping
abreast of the TIMEs was becoming increasingly concerned with PEOPLE.”[16]
Marras thought the joke rather was on General Idea, still playing its game of mimicry by
inhabiting various popular culture formats: that is, merely playing a “role of being alternative to
the hegemony of commercially motivated journals.” FILE, of course, was a vehicle for simulation
of mainstream LIFE magazine. “We maneuver hungrily, conquering the uncontested territory of
culture’s forgotten shells—beauty pageants, pavillions, picture magazines, and other
contemporary corpses. Like parasites we animate these dead bodies and speak in alien tongues,”
General Idea wrote in its 1975 Glamour manifesto.17 Two years later, in an ACE 6 article
articulating the accompanying editorial, Marras responded:
We know that mimicry is only the immature and most immediate response. We respond
with safe patterns that are recognizable as the parody of the dominant “culture”. The
mimicry is only falling into the same view of history (of heroes). The correct pattern is,
instead, being antithetical to the dominant culture; to completely break away from the
main direction is to deny classifying oneself as alternative. We reject the process of

absorption. We reject the process of parodying.[18]
That is, Marras rejected General Idea, rejecting its artistic practice of simulation (parody) and
inhabitation of roles (absorption). To be antithetical was not to be alternative. One was either for
contradiction or for alternative. There was no other choice. Marras concludes: “This argument
brings in an important issue in the so-called alternative circles. We do not stand as alternative but
as antithetical to dominant ideologies. To be antithetical is to reject any ‘coming back’ syndromes
so pedantically proposed in reaction to revolutionary activisms.” Presumably “‘coming back’
syndromes” referred to General Idea’s retro camp sensibility. Retro was the wrong camp. To be
revolutionary meant first being factional. CEAC’s factional enemy in the Toronto art community
obviously was General Idea.

The Punk Effect
Yet, a new antithetical faction surfaced in the Toronto art community that briefly united the two
groups—for, however, rather than against. For the one thing General Idea and CEAC temporarily
could agree on, when it broke in Toronto in summer 1977, was punk. Significantly, CEAC helped
spawn it by playing host to the Crash ’n’ Burn punk club in the basement of their Duncan Street
building. General Idea, too, had a role to play promoting it by devoting a whole issue of FILE that
fall to “Punk ’til you Puke!”—creating an international roster of punk bands with Canadian
groups following in the rear. Yet, by all accounts Toronto was one of the main centres, along with
London and New York, and it was kicked off in that basement by a couple of groups that
respectively became CEAC’s and General Idea’s house bands: the Diodes and the Dishes.
General Idea knew a good incendiary performance when it saw one, so under the influence of
punk it “burnt down” its Pavillion soon after. The fuse was lit in the “Punk ’til You Puke!” issue,
where the editorial concluded: “The sentimentalism of late sixties early seventies essentially
surrealistic aesthetic has been replaced by a certain pragmatic anarchy which is now the theme of
this issue.”[19] In an article from that same issue, “Pogo Dancing in the British Aisles,” the everastute AA Bronson aligned his paean to punk to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guatarri’s description
of desiring machines from their recently translated Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia.
Bronson saw the desiring punk machine as anti-capitalist and “an anarchist motion by
definition”[20]—but he equally recognized punk for its subversive fashion sense.
Already in July, CEAC had sent a letter from the frontline trenches, ambivalently titled
“Spanking Punk”: “The latest rebellious form for Toronto’s youth scene is the rave of crash ’n
burn punk rock groups.”21 Yet “the punk rock scene in Toronto is considerably different from
that in Britain, where the youth are the victims of working class conditions. The Canadians,
instead, exist on the edge of a capitalist surplus, having grown up in homogeneous suburban
settings,” the anonymous author observes with a dismissive sneer. Nonetheless, revolutionary

potential, the author concluded, existed beyond the “frustrated consumerism” of “broken beer
glasses and make-up applied with razor blades.”
CEAC would use the hard edge of punk to deliver its own hard-line message. ACE 8 (October
1977)—the complementary issue to FILE’s “Punk ’til You Puke!”—actually was a 7 inch record,
with CEAC slogans (“you people are the police”) interspersed between the Diodes’ raucous
short-burst instrumentals. As always, the two magazine issues were assembled within spitting
distance of each other, but they soon began to deviate from one another on the subject of punk,
antithetically so. The editorial to ACE 9 (November 1977) reads:
In the western capitalist countries the Fall has cooled the steam produced by the 1977
summer of rock. Punks, mannerists, opportunists, nouveaux riche, promoters, fashion
burnt, and all the other idiots fallen into the image of anarchy as dictated by the vogue
punk, rush towards the cliché of fashion like flies to a mound of shit. The fashion, the
image, the shit has been widely explored and exploited by the mass media. Even the
usual “avant garde” magazines [read: FILE magazine] have covered the news while
putting themselves into the picture.[22]
As if answering in advance to the pragmatic anarchy of General Idea’s showcard “Fascism and
anarchy join forces to make a work of art,” exhibited at the Carmen Lamanna Gallery that
December, or anticipating FILE’s “$UCCE$$ Issue” of March 1981, the editorial goes on:
“Capitalization has taken place as the time to cash in arrived. At last, the idea of anarchy makes
money and the economical statement that punk rock might have made in the beginnings is
forgotten.”[23]
The editorial coyly, yet strangely, concludes: “And we are ready to place the right device in the
right place. Does any one understand what we mean?”
For those who did not understand, perhaps not exactly comprehending the turn from punk
anarchy to revolutionary politics, CEAC placed that device and exploded a bomb in the second
issue of the newly renamed Strike (May 1978): “We are opposed to the dominant tendency of
playing idiots, as in the case of ‘punks’ or the sustainers of the commodity system. . . . In the
manner of the [Red] Brigades, we support leg shooting/knee capping to accelerate the demise of
the old system.”[24] In a turn to world-historical revolutionary politics, Strike’s editorial board
could not resist one last localizing dig here at General Idea. Who were these players, either punks
or (art) supporters of the commodity system, but those who self-identified with “the creampuff
innocence of idiots”? General Idea, that is.[25]

What Is Effective Art?
By the evidence of print, the rivalry between CEAC and General Idea seems one-sided. We do
not find the same linguistic obsession with a rival in the language used in FILE. Was this then a
case of mimetic rivalry on CEAC’s part? That is, was it more mimesis than antithesis? Or was
ACE actually a serious critique of General Idea, unnamed though the artists were? This is part of
a larger question: Was antithesis merely a rhetorical device on CEAC’s part or was it actually
effective? That is, how seriously do we take a statement of theirs such as this: “We want to
simply eliminate the dominant culture ‘tout court’”?[26]
In the process, did CEAC want as well to eliminate General Idea tout court? In an ACE 7 (August
1977) article by Marras titled “VENOM,” under the heading “Introduction of poison into the
system of the victim,” we read: “The relationship (distance) between individuals/groups
determines the conflict/agreement between them. Each set of individuals tends to include/exclude
the other as a process of elimination-dissent. Others call it generation gap, cold war, class struggle,
or simply asphyxiation.”[27] In this internecine counter-plotting we recall that poisoning was also
a primary counter-strategy of Glamourous General Idea in its viral inhabitation of media. Indeed,
mimesis itself was a subtle, invasive form of venom (what Marras had earlier rejected as
“absorption”).[28] It is more than a little revealing that the next heading to Marras’s article is
“malignant virulence.” Had General Idea all along infected CEAC, especially virulent Marras in
his “conflict/agreement” with this rival group? The theory of mimetic rivalry is that one kills
what one copies.
Yet, CEAC believed being antithetical was effective, especially in the move from the art system,
where it considered consumerist General Idea to malinger, to the social realm of politics per se,
where CEAC itself wanted to operate. So the editorial board explained in the inaugural issue of
Strike:

Are we supposed to explain the switch from Art Communication Edition to STRIKE? We
want to come out closer to the de-training programme, opposed to service systems. We
want to effectively move on and merge with the social stance that we foster. We know
that within consumerist tactics, the antithetical position, as explained in issue 6 of Art
Communication Edition, is an effective strategy.[29]
“Effective” was the word, as when later in that issue the collective continued to explain: “During
the last couple months the discussions have been centered around the meaning of counterinformation, counter-productivity, terrorism, the possible actions that create effective change, to a
practice of scrutinizing texts and pinning down its obscurantist ideological incorrectness.”[30] In
these discussions, CEAC may have passed beyond General Idea and its “obscurantist ideological
incorrectness,” but General Idea, at the same moment, was talking about “effectiveness,” too—as
in “What do you mean by ‘effective’ art?”
Such was the lead question to General Idea’s “Punk ’til you Puke!” editorial—of all places. The
answer was a little less effective . . . or was it? “Obviously art that has effect. Obviously art that
affects an audience. Obviously being effective requires an audience. Obviously art that has an
effect is art that has an audience.”[31] This exercise in circular reasoning did not really answer
the questions: But what of the effect? What was the effect? However, more than asking the
question, General Idea was making art about it as well. Not that it was necessarily making
effective art, because who, for instance, was its intended audience; but it was posing the answer—
performing it, that is. So it is to the artwork Press Conference from March 1977—with its faux
media set-up—rather than the “Punk” editorial that we must look to for an answer to this
pertinent question.
The faux Press Conference (conducted at Western Front, Vancouver, in front of an art audience
with the purpose of making this tape) was called to address “effective art.” It seemingly cynically
concluded with the statement: “It isn’t art unless it sells.” But “selling” meant being “culturally
operational,” a situation where the artwork sold itself and its context, and where the objective was
to “get the public to act on the basis of your work.” Art was “not merely a medium for personal
expression but potentially also a powerful cultural tool” and an “effective generator of cultural
information that warrants consumer acceptance.” As to the method of effectiveness, “the best way
is to test an idea first in a controlled situation like the art scene, look at your feedback, and then
continue from then on.” “Content must be allowed to maneuver its way into the people’s cultural
needs or context.”[32]
A press conference is a vehicle of dissemination, but General Idea framed it as a format within
which to enact its so-called analysis of effectiveness. (The performance assumed not just the
format of a press conference but also the language of a marketing sales pitch, as if culture was
business and art its product.) Nonetheless, format and audience were contained within the
artificiality of the set-up: performing to camera with a participating audience. For all the language
of audience of its “Punk” editorial, the artists chose to remain within the cultural framework of
the art system, using it as a “control group” to test their “product,” the effectiveness of which did
not exceed the art frame. The artists never intended to. General Idea’s statements were a
framework for discussion; they were not meant to be taken literally as some, in light of their own
idea of political effectiveness, proceeded to do.[33]
But what of CEAC and its Strike editorial statement that “We want to effectively move on and
merge with the social stance that we foster”? How effectively did they manage their crossover
from art world to public domain? In his article in that issue, “On Organization,” Marras admitted

right away: “I am approaching the toleration limit to any further internalization of the notion of
‘art’ and/or of ‘art as something else.’”[34] Presumably, effectiveness was to be found outside the
art system, not, as in the case of General Idea, internal to it. “On Organization” had a solid
Marxist title, in the lineage, for instance, of Mao Zedong’s “On Practice” or “On Contradiction,”
but it said nothing on the organization of workers or the masses, let alone the art community,
whose attempts at collectivity, through the artist-run system of parallel galleries or artists union
(Canadian Artists’ Representation), Marras (intolerantly) dismissed. Instead artists in Canada and
New York were accused of being careerist petite-bourgeois supporters of the class system. Art
essentially was a “cover-up” for maintaining the class system; even its discourse was suspect:
“When we discuss ‘art’, we are actually using the discourse as a pretext for established
relationships in a class structure.”[35]
CEAC, however, never could abstain from a discussion of art, although exempting itself
presumably from the stigma of maintaining class relations for doing so. Immediately, in the
controversial second issue of Strike (May 1978), it inserted a four-page broadsheet, “Dissidence
in the 1978 Venice Biennale,” that complained of the National Gallery of Canada’s selection of
artists for the national pavilion in Venice and provided an analysis of the “socio-political function
of art and art institutions” and on how “the legitimating [and ameliorating] function of art serves
the interests of power” as an “ideological tool” of capitalism.[36]
In this “Joint Statement by the Central Strike Committee,” analysis began to diverge somewhat
from that found, for instance, in Marras’s “On Organization.” Past practices, too, came in for selfcriticism: “such as the idealist conceptions of Alternative Perceptions, Deviant Behaviour, Punks,
etc.” But in any intended crossover, merging with the social stance it wanted to foster, the Central
Strike Committee wavered on the line. “Dissidence in the 1978 Venice Biennale” was long on art
analysis, short on class analysis. In their defense, the authors admit: “so long as we remain even
vaguely connected to an art context, a thorough critique of art practice is necessary.” Yet, they are
clear that art is part of the problem and not the solution: “We do not rule out the possibility of a
truly radical function for art, but in the present socio-political contexts it seems that a radical
function for art can only exist as a negative one. Only criticism is possible and not a positive
practice, or at least criticism must be an integral part of any model of practice.”
The committee states, “Our general purpose is to communicate not posture; avant-garde
mystification must be countered by de-mystification. Therefore we wish to be as clear as possible
so that response is to our ideas and not to their appearance; not as recent modernists who now use
politics as yet another gambit.” (Here the committee implicates but does not name both
mystifying artists such as General Idea as well as those in on the “political” gambit, such as the
artists around The FOX magazine in New York and Carole Condé and Karl Beveridge
particularly in the Toronto context.[37]) In that “art must question its own sociology, its place in
the relation of production,” these relations were best seen not as strictly determined by an
economic base (as the relations of production), as you might expect, but rather recognized to be
ideological: being the pervasive forms or representations through which men live their imaginary
relationship to reality.[38] Here, Louis Althusser’s particular inflection of the notion of ideology
was essential to its discussion since art—CEAC following Althusser—is conceded to be
“superstructural and not materially based.”[39] (CEAC’s analysis of the relation of art to the
Canadian state contradictorily belies this superstructural independence, however.) Recourse to
theory was necessary, but theory alone was not enough: “Our oppositions must be made clear
against concrete examples and lead towards active transformation.”
Yet in a statement of over 10,000 words, few concrete examples of active transformation are
offered, other than the brief mention of “proper preoccupations” for art such as an “oppressed

native population or the structure of wage labour” or the belief “in the need to broaden the scope
of the battle from the shop floor to everyday life.” Art remained the framework of discussion. The
committee admits that
the complete rejection of art is not the point and transition to activism is not automatic.
Both strategies are effected by the need to account for pervasive ideology. When this is
done we see that art may serve as one of its battle grounds and that it reveals the
ideological function of all art and the class embeddedness of all artists which must be
dealt with. Our only valid purpose can be the transformation to real democracy and
conscious participation of all which entails the overthrow of capitalism.
They conclude: “Towards this goal de-mystification is an important action for art—the dispersal
of imaginary relations which have intervened and disarmed the material struggle.”
In their desire “to communicate not posture,” the committee was “as clear as possible” that, while
art still had a role to play in the dispersal of imaginary, ideological relations (the dispelling of
which was the critical function of Strike), the ultimate aim was to re-arm the material struggle in
the overthrow of capitalism. Everything about Strike began to point to the journal as that vehicle.
Take the May 1978 Strike: from its cover image of Aldo Moro’s bullet-ridden bodyguards’
corpses; to the Brigate Rosse red star predominant on its back cover, indeed underscoring many
of its pages as a red stamp of approval; to its translation of the theatre-of-the-absurd court
transcripts “Red Brigades on Trial”; to the printing of the Red Brigade slogans “carry out the
strike against the imperialist state of the trans-national” and “build the unity of the revolutionary
movement”; to the publishing of Mao’s “Combat Liberalism” directly beneath the issue’s
editorial.[40] By the image projected both graphically and verbally, it would seem that the Strike
editorial committee wanted to “move on and merge” with the Brigate Rosse. (Remember, they
said, “We want to effectively move on and merge with the social stance that we foster.”) Unless
all this was posturing, it was the armed framework within which to read the short and to the point,
indeed striking, editorial that was to be so explosive:
We are opposed to the dominant tendency of playing idiots, as in the case of “punks” or
the sustainers of the commodity system. The questioning through polemics of the cultural,
economical and political hegemony should be fought on all fronts.
To still maintain tolerance towards the servants of the State is to preserve the status quo
of Liberalism. In the manner of the Brigades, we support leg shooting/knee capping to
accelerate the demise of the old system. Despite what the “new philosophers” tell us
about the end of ideology, the war is before and beneath us. Waged and unwaged sector
of the population is increasing its demands for “less work.” On the way to surpass
Liberalism we should prepare the barricades.[41]
The editorial was not so much an argument as strung together slogans, with the odd political
demand thrown in—for “less work.”[42] But what an effect it had! The reaction was swift. Even
before the issue had been delivered from the printer, it was leaked to the tabloid the Toronto Sun,
to predictable result: “Our taxes aid ‘blood-thirsty’ radical paper,” the headline read. Then
followed the predictable outcome to this funding scandal: questions on the floors of the provincial
and federal legislatures and quick revocation of every level of arts council funding. Without
ongoing funding, CEAC lost its building and suspended operations but not without publishing
one final issue of Strike a few months later.[43]
This final issue of Strike was dedicated to human rights but it served as a vindication of CEAC’s

position under the hands of a repressive regime: the Canadian government and its puppet arts
councils. “Foremost, what we wish to make clear is that what happened to Strike and CEAC is a
definite case of censorship, in fact, political repression.”[44]
The aim of the earlier offending Strike issue, which supposedly became the cause of the
clampdown on CEAC’s activities, was to show that “liberal democracies are essentially
repressive regimes.” The authors of “Snuff,” the article that made this claim in the final issue,
thought that Strike’s “radical analysis coupled with provocation proved to be very successful as a
means of creating debate on the issues of our analysis within a wider audience, and as a social
experiment to prod liberal democracies to reveal their true nature as concluded in our analysis.”
This analysis “was coupled with a provocative visual and verbal imagery.” The problem, the
writers claimed, was that the government concentrated only on the imagery, not its analysis,
which was the greater part of their work and, besides, the imagery was no more violent than
others found in art and entertainment. Why the censorship and repression? “Why? Partly because
our imagery was drawn from reality, but primarily because it was coupled with a radical analysis
of liberal democracies, and it was that analysis that the media and the government, the pillars of
liberal democracies, feared.”
Was it a case of censorship? No. The second issue of Strike was freely circulated, as was the final
October issue. Was CEAC suppressed . . . or banned, as it later claimed when it advertised, “As
the futurists were in fascist Italy, as the Bauhaus was in Nazi Germany, as the constructivists
were in the Soviet Union, the CEAC was banned in Canada”?[45] No. It could continue its
activities—both artistic and political—only without government funding. As Marras had earlier
written in “On Organization”: “When I refer to Canada, I refer to it as a concrete reality: the
economical base that allows my work to happen but not my revolt (since I should be able to revolt
without its economical support).”[46] Was this still the case? Indeed, was it ever the case that
CEAC’s revolt was not paid for by its funding?
CEAC allowed that it was surprised by the scandal: “We did not anticipate the extremity of their
reaction,” it said of the governments’ and councils’ responses.[47] In reaction, did CEAC reveal
its true nature, its “true face”? (“If only words and images caused the reaction that they did, then
little is needed as a lever of provocation to force liberal democracies to show their true face.”)
CEAC’s “true face” was revealed in its face-to-face with the “true face” of the government.
Indeed, nothing seemed to exist outside this relationship between the two. When push came to
shove, it seems that CEAC’s effectiveness only existed in relationship to the government. Initially,
CEAC stated, “Our intention, working from the insular art context, was to provoke debate and
elicit reaction from outside the art world.” In the end, it acknowledged, “We have actually
achieved illiciting [sic] a response from outside of art and from the most powerful sectors of
society.” You have to admit that CEAC was successful. It was effective. Its success was its
failure, however.
Through its success and failure, CEAC defined itself solely in relation to the state: “As far as the
government was concerned, it was very easy for them to put an end to our activities, for they had
only to cut off our funding.” As a result, “now pushed as [they were] to this brink at which all
[their] alternatives ha[d] been deliberately cut off,” the writers came to the conclusion: “Now not
only is it clear that there are no legitimate means to effective change, but Strike has been denied
any means of legitimate change if such a possibility has ever existed.”[48] To a degree they were
right when they said that they were being punished for their political views.[49] Yes, their
funding was stopped, but it was naive of CEAC to expect that it wouldn’t be and disingenuous to
argue that suspension of funding was censorship and repression and, moreover, that there were no
alternatives available to it once this funding was cut off. Isn’t it a bit strange to realize that, for all

its radicalism, CEAC eventually defined itself solely in terms of its government funding?
Moreover, that it reconciled itself to this dependent condition. Only in Canada could this happen,
you might say!
It did not take the government’s provocation, though, to change CEAC’s relation to the state. It
already preexisted. Just as “Snuff” was to disavow the ideological leeway most contemporary
Marxist philosophers then gave to the work of art, so too CEAC misconstrued its analysis of the
state. Seeing it akin to a crude economic determinism, CEAC made the state determinant in the
last instance, at least in terms of Canada’s art funding. The irony is that the writers of “Dissidence
in the Venice Biennale” rejected economic determinism in the last instance for the superstructural
play of art but maintained it for the state, all in the same article! CEAC overemphasized the
power of the state and its determinant role:
In Canada, the state supports art almost exclusively, e.g. by grants, and arbitrates its
quality, e.g. by selection for festivals such as V[enice] B[iennale]. By this method the
state reflects its own position and reinforces art’s position as a universal abstraction
above the material, special interests, the ideological. Art then functions as the ideological
tool of the dominant class through the state in the same way that the state itself is an
ideological tool of the dominant class.[50]
The authors flattered themselves that it was their radical analysis that brought down the
establishment’s wrath and not simply their provocative advocacy of kneecapping. “Ten little
words,” an artist lamented in a letter to the Ontario Arts Council: “Can we now say that these ten
words which caused so much controversy are enough grounds to stop the funding of such a
crucial centre?”[51] The effect seemed disproportionate to the cause. Ten little words. But what
an effect they had. What was CEAC’s justification of its advocacy of kneecapping? The authors
were insistent that what CEAC published were only words and images. “The suppression of what
were only pictures and words was quick and severe.”[52] But it wasn’t words and imagery, it was
the specific phrase: “In the manner of the Brigades, we support leg shooting/knee capping to
accelerate the demise of the old system.”[53] The authors disavowed responsibility for this
statement. In fact, the authors of “Snuff” obfuscated the phrase, never repeating it or addressing it
specifically—“though we made some strong statements,” they admitted in the article. Instead,
they subsumed it under the general category of “imagery,” as if its words had no semantic
meaning.[54] Its meaning instead was drawn from reality, an objective condition over which the
authors had no responsibility, having merely reported it: “a powerful imagery whose impact
depended on the urgency of the reality it was derived from.”[55]
When asked by a reporter whether he supported kneecapping, Marras replied: “Well, we are
saying that it should be taken as a metaphorical point to realize that the problem is in recognizing
real issues.”[56] Well, if kneecapping was metaphor and the rest of Strike was only words and
images, what do we make of the “radical analysis” they were coupled to? Was it only words and
images, too? Metaphors and not incitement to action? An imaginary world with no effectiveness?
In the end it seems that Strike’s rhetoric was the means by which CEAC lived its imaginary
relationship to revolutionary politics.
CEAC’s demise left the field to General Idea. Was General Idea effective? It survived. Survival is
effective. Survival of the species, of the genus, of the general idea. FILE’s spring 1981
“$UCCE$$ Issue” was “proof” of General Idea’s success. To survive, though, meant being
adaptable, but also elusive or evasive as they had stated earlier in 1975:
The triple strategy of Glamour is simple but evasive:

1. Concealment, i.e., separation, postured innocence.
2. Hardening of the Target, i.e., closure of the object, a seeming immobility, a brilliance.
3. Mobility of the Target, i.e., the superficial image hides an APPARENT emptiness
(changing one’s mind, shifting stance, “feminine” logic).[57]
There would be no “effective immobilization” of General Idea’s activities by the government,
even if “like customs agents on the borders of acceptance, we smuggle transgression back into the
picture, mixing doubles out of the ingredients of prohibition.”[58] General Idea had always made
itself into a moving target. CEAC made itself into a static target: of the media, of politicians.
Could it get mobile again, by learning anew, perhaps? Could it take lessons from an old foe? Its
final word on the role of art suggested so: “The only valid purposes for art in a pre-revolutionary
situation are: as a front which, by its potential for ambiguity, is an easy means of obtaining
government and corporate funds to put toward the revolutionary cause; or as a direct tool for
explicit communication and provocation in the class struggle.”[59]
There would be no more “contradictions without ambiguity,” it seemed, for CEAC. Rather the
proposed aim was a contradictory “ambiguity” and “explicitness.” The issue, perhaps a
contradiction given CEAC’s immediate circumstance, was keeping the knowledge of one from
the other, the funding from the provocation. From whom did CEAC learn to dissemble? From
General Idea, perhaps? Or was it dissembling all along?[60]
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